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RESEARCH ON THE NEUROBEHAVIORAL FUNCTION OF WORKERS
OCCUPATIONALL4 E5POSED TO FLUORIDE
I,iDonV F0oGa W0,0a HeGa XiEinV I,0a
HeAeiG Y,ina

7SUMMAR4: Sixty-five operations workers (all males) in an electrolytic aluminum
production facility were divided into two groups. The first group of 3U was employed
for more than V years, and the second group of 2Y for V years or less. These men had
no history of liver, kidney, or immune-related disease. 5-ray tests indicated that they
were not suffering from occupational fluorosis (according to the standards of
GB323[-Y2). For controls, V2 males from the service departments with no history of
exposure to fluoride were used as controls. Neurobehavioral function of the longexposure group measured by the neurobehavioral core test battery (NCTB) revealed,
with the exception of the Benton visual retention measurement, diminished
performance for every testing index as compared to the controls. Even the scores for
emotional state of the short exposure group were markedly lower than for the
control. By relating these test results to fluoride exposure, our study demonstrated
various effects of occupational fluoride exposure on the central nervous system,
thereby providing early warning indicators that can be used to protect the health of
workers who have occupational contact with fluoride.]
JZeDBo")%R 9l0[in0[ -"o)0+tionO Yent"al ne"vo0% %D%te[O /l0o"i)e:eE-o%e) Bo"Ce"%O
\aVne%i0[ Al0o"i)eO ]e0"o?e,avio"al +o"e te%t ?atte"DO M++0-ational Al0o"i)e eE-o%0"eTU
INTRODUCTION

Although fluoride is considered by many to be an essential trace element, its
excessive intake causes obvious damage not only to the skeletal system but also to
the non-skeletal organ system. In recent years, the damage fluoride inflicts on nonskeletal organs, and in particular the nervous system, has received a great deal of
attention.1 However, research on the effects of fluoride on neurobehavioral
function (as measured by the neurobehavioral core test battery, or NCTB) is new
to the literature. By relating NCTB to fluoride exposure, the purpose of this study
was to investigate the effects of occupational fluoride exposure on the central
nervous system and to determine to what extent the level of exposure correlates
with those effects and hopefully thereby provide early warning indicators that can
be used to protect the health of workers who have occupational contact with
fluoride.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fluoride e*posure: The production of aluminum from alumina in the factory
under study uses fused-salt electrolysis of aluminum oxideF the fluxing agent is
cryolite (Na3AlF6) together with small amounts of magnesium fluoride (MgF2).
Fluoride is emitted from the electrolytic units into the air in the form of a gas, mist,
or dust. Protective measures are mostly limited to natural and artificial ventilation.
Over the past ten years, the geometric mean of fluoride concentration in the
factory air was found to be 0.82 mg/m3 (with a range of 0.14 to 5.9 mg/m3). The
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national health standard of 1 mg F/m3 in .ealth Standards 4esignated for
7ndustrial 8nterprises TJ39-79 is exceeded by these levels 24.7V of the time.
Selection and grouping of subjects: The fluoride-exposed subjects were the 65
factory floor workers who carry out the aluminum electrolysis. All the workers
were healthy males with no history of liver, kidney, or immune-related disease. Xray tests indicated they were not suffering from occupational fluorosis (according
to the standards of YB3234-82). These workers were divided into groups based on
the length of time they had been employed at the factory: 37 were in the [ 5 years
group (long exposure group) and 28 in the ! 5 years group (short exposure group).
The control group was selected from 52 male employees working in the service
department with no history of relevant exposure. The average age of the fluorideexposed groups was 29.6 ± 4.4, and the average age of the non-exposed group was
27.9 ± 5.9. The results of surveys demonstrated the two groups were comparable
with regard to age, time on the job, and education, as well as tobacco and alcohol
consumption, with no family history of mental illness, and no prolonged use of
sedatives.
7ndices and data collection methods:
Measurement of urine fluoride and serum fluoride: For each worker, urine
samples were taken from the first urination of the day, and the fluoride
concentration tested. Blood was taken from a vein in the arm below the elbow,
and the serum was separated out and tested. A fluoride ion selective electrode
method was used for testing in both cases.
Neurobehavioral function testing: The WHO-recommend NCTB (which
includes a mood questionnaire as well as motor skills testing) was used to test
the neurobehavioral function of both exposed and non-exposed workers.3
4ata processing:The collected data were entered into a FoxPro database, and
the NCTB results and other indices were normalized. Then SPSS was used to
carry out a statistical analysis.
RESULTS

@rine and serum fluoride levels of AorBers: The concentrations of fluoride in the
blood serum and urine of both the exposed worker groups were clearly higher than
the control, and the differences were very significant (p<0.001, Table 1).
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Among the exposed workers, the serum fluoride of the long exposure group was
markedly higher than in the short exposure group (p<0.01). However, there was no
significant difference between the urine fluoride of the two groups (p[0.05).
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NCTB testing: With the exception of visual retention, the long exposure group
showed clearly diminished performance for every testing index as compared to the
control. In regard to the scores for emotional state, simple reaction time, digital
span, Santa Ana dexterity, and pursuit aiming, the short exposure group was
markedly lower than the control. Compared with the short exposure group, the
emotional confusion and pursuit aiming error indices of the high exposure group
are clearly lower (p<0.05), and most of the remaining indices show an overall
negative tendency, however this general result is not statistically significant
(p[0.05, Table 2)
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Correlation of NCTB indices and fluoride e*posure levels: Except for visual
retention and digital decoding, serum blood levels of fluoride were inversely
correlated with the normalized NCTB indices (Table 3).
DISCUSSION

This study showed a significant increase in the urine and serum fluoride levels of
the exposed workers as compared to the controls, suggesting that the concentration
of fluoride in both the blood serum and in the urine can reflect exposure to
fluoride. However, serum fluoride is the more accurate indicator of the body
burden of fluoride and fluoride metabolism. The reason for this probably lies in
factors that influence the concentration of fluoride in urine are more varied than
those for blood fluoride, i.e., the intake of food, water, and other liquids
(particularly tea) as well as sweating.4
In recent years, the toxic effects of fluoride on the nervous system have begun to
receive the attention of researchers.5 Patients suffering from endemic fluoride
poisoning show central nervous system deficits such as poor memory, unstable
emotions, headaches, imbalances, etc. These symptoms suggest that fluoride may
have a direct, toxic effect on the central nervous system.1 The results of the NCTB
testing in this investigation revealed significant differences among the fluorideexposed groups for various indices as compared to reference standards and the
controls, with particular deficits in attention, auditory retention, and physical
dexterity and acuity as well as abnormal emotional states. These findings are
consistent with the symptoms of endemic fluoride poisoning, suggesting
occupational exposure to fluoride has harmful effects on the higher functions of
the central nervous system, negatively influencing both cognitive and autonomic
functioning. There is a definite relationship between the damage caused by
fluoride and the level of exposure.
The correlation analysis shows that, with the exception of visual retention and
digit symbol testing, serum fluoride is negatively correlated with all relevant
indices, further demonstrating the cause-and-effect relationship between
occupational fluoride exposure and neurobehavioral functionF these tests can
therefore be used as early indicators to help protect the health of workers exposed
to fluoride as part of their jobs.
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